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BIO: 

Founder and Chief

Kevin King Supreme influenced by music since the age of 12 years old. Focused on 

hip-hop culture he carried a notebook around to pen his lyrics.  Kevin could be seen 

banging on a desk with that boom boom bap flow.  The code for a good emcee to 

share their rhyming skills. It wasn’t long before Kevin King Supreme traded the desk 

for a computer to lay down his beats.  Once he became fluent in creating beats, he 

realized his calling.  After college, Kevin King Supreme Founded and became the 

CEO of his own studio production company Okay Beatz.  Kevin honed in on his craft, 

he studied audio engineering at SAE in New York.  He teamed up with others who 

had similar goals and Okay Beatz doors are open, producing for various recording 

artists. Two you can hear now on all digital platforms Patchy Oliva and Kilo Brian

Okay Beatz is not limited to one sound.  They create beats for hip-hop, R&B, Christian, 

Latino and more. Making Okay Beatz the go to studio when you want a created sound 

to fit your vibe. Kevin has had the privilege of speaking to URBAN BUZZ MAGAZINE, 

who refers to him as the "REAL DEAL". Artists such as Missy Elliot and Tyrese have 

graced the cover of this magazine before and it is a huge deal to have the opportunity 

to follow in that trajectory. Okay Beatz are creating charting hits and we are bound to 

hear Kevin King Supreme in the circle of top producers, songwriters, and more. If you 

listen to the interview, you will enjoy what Kevin has to say about the production 

process, working with other artists, and how important it is to have the right 

equipment. You can connect with Kevin on Instagram at @OkayBeatz and on his 

website at https://www.okaybeatz.com/about-us.html. 



Okay Beatz productions are on all streaming 

platforms. The #Area56 series is a popular 

catalog of compositions by various artists 

affiliated with Okay Beatz.



Current Artists available on 

all streaming platforms:

• Kevin King Supreme

• Kilo Brian La Leyenda

• Chapo156

• Jandiel El Nene Royal
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